
NUTErS 0? OF THE NflaT'hG
OF THEADVISORY COMNNMUE ON APPELLAM RULES

OCTOBER 20 &-21, 1992

Judge Knneth F. Ripple called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m. in the Civil RightZ
Reading Room at Notre Dame law School. In addition to Judge Ripple, the Committe
Chair, the following Commuitt& mrmnber were present: Judge Danny Boggs, Mr. Donald
Froeb, Judge Cynthia Hall, Judge Grady Jolly, Judge James Logan, Chief Justice Arthur
McGiverim, and Judge Stephien Williams.. Mr. Robert Kopp attended on behalf of the
Solicitor General. Judge Robert Keeton, Chair of the Stanng Commnittee ws pmsn Mr.
Strubbe, the Clerk of fte Seventh Circuit, attendid on belf of the eler, P f
Mooney, the Reporter, was present. Mr. Peter McCabe, the Secretary, and Mr. John
RabiJi, Chief of the Rules Support Office, were present, along with Mr. Williaml Eldridge of
the Federal Judicial Center, Mr. Kent Hull from Northern Indiana Legal Sevces wws
present as an observer (on October 20 only).

Judge Ripple began the meeting by informing the Committee that the proposed
amendments to the appellate rules that had been approved by the Standing Committee at its
June meeting were subsequently approved by the Judicial Conference at its fall metng.
Those amendments will be forwarded to the Supreme Court.

Judge Ripple then turned the Committee's attention to the items on the agenda for the
meeting.

Fed. R. App. P. 32 provides that at ilt 11 point type must be use in briefs and
appendics. That direction is outmoded. Bause most documents are now printed by
computers and computer capabilities are constantly changing, thle Advisory Committee had
previously discussed the possibility of delegating authority to the Judicial Confernce to
specify acceptable tpefaces. The Committee had thought that delegating authority to the
Judicial Conference could be more efficient and flexible than replated use of the Rules
Enabling Act procedures. The Committee had asked the Reporter to pre a draft giving
the Judicial Conference that authority.

Professor Mooney prepared two drafts for the meeting. She noted that her
memorandum raised questions about the appropriateness of authorizing the Judical
Conference to change the list of atable tpefas from tme t tme, thereby changing the
content of the rule without following the procedures outlined in the Rules Enabling Act in
light of those questions the first draft takes a different apro. Drat one authorizes the
courts of appeals to adopt local rules governing typeface but in order to provide some level
of uniformity the local rules must be bakd upon a list of acceptable typefaces prepared by
the Judicial Conference. Draft two follows the Cornmdttee's earlier suggestion and



incorporates by reference into FRAP a list of aceptable tpfac prepared by the Judicial
Conference.

Judge Jolly began the discussion by suggesting that a rule limiting the number of
chaters per page would work better. Judge Williams asked who would counLt o insure
compliance.

Judge Haai aked whether footnotes and quotes should be specifically addressed. She
noted that excessive use of footnotes and quotes -f which are often in smallser tp and single
spaced - can make a brief very difficult to rad.

Mr. Strubbe pointed out that the Seventh Circuit recently changed its rule so that
briefs and appendices must be pepared using a typeface that has no more ta II charatem
per inch.

Judge Williams suggested using either draft one or draft two and incorporating a
characters per inch standard.

Judge Ripple stated tMat the Committee should consider ease of administering the rule
and the need for some flexibility, so that the standard can keep ahead of the bar. He
suggested amending FRAP to include a characters per inch standard but allowing the local
court to provide otherwise.

Judge Jolly stated that he would prefer to leave the rule unchanged unless the
Committee could agree on a uniform standard.

Judge Hall noted that the Ninth Circuit is concerne about kleeping briefs short and
readable. She thought a standard based upon the number of characters per inch would be
helpful but, in order to control the readability of documents, it would be nessary to have
the flexibility to add other specifications, such as requiring that all material be double
spaced.

Mr. Kopp stated that the rules should go as far as possible to establish a uniform
standard. Whenever the circuits differ in their tatment of issues, especially issues of form,
the bar is tempted to argue that a practice LIt is acceptable in the First Circuit should be
acceptable in the Eighth.

Chief Justice MceGiverin agreed that the rule should provide the standard.

Judge Ripple noted that a consensus was developing that the rule should include a
standard akin to the number of characters per inch and that neither of the drafts should Ib
used. The Comrnmittee agreed. Judge Ripple requested that Judges Jolly and Hall, and Mr.
Strubbe assist the Reporter in developing a new draft after the meeting.
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Item 91-5 is a proposal to add a rule authorizng the courts of appeals to special
Masters.

At the Advisory Comrmnttee' Dember 1992 meeting, the Committe briefly
considered a draft rule authorizing the courts of appeals to use special mawt. That draft
was modeled upon Fed. R. Civ. P. 53. The Committee consensus was that a shortr,
simpler rule would be preferable.

Judge Logan expresse approval of the new, shorter draft. The only question he had
about the draft was whether a party sould be given an opportunity to react to a master's
rcmmendations.

With regard to effect of a master's findings, Judge Boggs thought that a panel would
not want to be held to a clearly erroneous standard. Mr. Kopp st.ted that he liked the
language used in the drt. The draft states that a master would make a recommendation to
the court. Mr. Kopp thought that the word recormendation" avoids the sensi tive question
of the scope of review and leaves to the judge's discretion the weight to be given to a
master's recommendation.

Mr. Kopp expressed the further opinion that a master should not be involved in
matters of mixed law and fact, as permitted in the draft, but that a master's scope of
operation should be limited to matters of fact.

Judges Hall and Logan asked Mr. Kopp whether a master should be permitted to
make determinations in matters involving fees or attorney discipline. Mr. Kopp replied that
it would be appropriate to use, a master for such quest;ons because such questions are
separate from the adjudication of the cse.

One of the questions raised by the reporter's memorandum was whether only court
officers should be masters, in which case the provision for compensation could be omitted
from the draft. Judge Hall noted that the Ninth Circuit is trying to find a way to provide
uniform treatment of fee questions without using judges to determine fe questions. One
possibility they have considered is using a master for fee questions. The Circuit had hoped to
use retired magistrates for that purpose but that has proven difficult. Some of the district
courts use retired state court judges. In short, she thought that the rule should allow the use
of persons other than federal court officers.

Judge Ripple agreed that because there may not be enough court officers available to
act as masters, it would be a good idea to permit use of non-court offic. He further
noted, however, that it also may be important that the public perceive that the court of
appeals controls the process.
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Mr. Froeb asked whether the term "court officer" includes only judges or also other
persons employed by the court. He also noted that the draft contemplates compensating non-
court officers, wheras in the sate courts such services are often provided pro bno.

Judge Logan stated that a person is always fre to waive compensation. He opposd
changing the language of the rule to state that 'the court shall determine the master's
COm Usation, iL .'" Adding 'if any' could make a person believe that he or she must
donate their srv-ices,

Judge Keeton asked if a 'court officer" is different than an "officer of the court."
Judge Lgan suggested changing the language to "judge or court ernployze." Judge Ripple
took a vote on that suggdstion; seven members approved it and none opposed it Judge
Ripple then asked for a vote on lines 9 and 10 as amended, and there was unanimou's
approval of the sentence.

Judge Ripple then returned the discussion to Mr. Kopp's question about whether a
master should hear matters of mixed fact and law or only facua matters. Judge Hall sat
that f a master merely makes a recommendation to the court, there should not be any
difficulty with a master hearing mixed matters, Judge Williams n6ted that characterization of
an issue as a 'factulW matter' is itself a slippery matter and that limiting a master's scope to
factual determinations would not provide hard and fast limits.

Judge Boggs once again asserteA his opinion that the appropriate breadth of a raster's
inquiry is interrelated with the weight to be given to the master's determination. If no
deference must be given to a master's determination, then there is no need to limit the sope
of the master's inquiry. Judge Boggs noted that the current draft gives the court disc on to
accord a master's recommendation complete deference or to review it with great scrutiny.

Judge Logan asked if limiting a master's scope of inquiry to factual matters would
limit a court's ability to use masters to make recommendations about sactions or attorney's
fees

Judge Williams stated that in 99 cases out of 100 when a factual issue is unresolved,
the court of appeals remands the case to the district court or agency. He would not want the
adoption of the rule to signal a change of that policy. Judge Logan agreed. Masts are
needed to adress factual issues arising in the first instance in a court of appeals, such as
attorney discipline or fees for representation on appeal. The consensus was tha the
Commite Note should address that concern.

Judge Ripple suggested amending the draft to state that a master may 2"mak
recommendations as to factual findings and disposition."
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Mr. Kopp expressed concern about authorizing a master to Make recommendations
about 'disposition.? He noted that in another 10 or 15 yers the erue Gould be used to
delegate decisions that are currently, and appropriateLy, made by judges. He argued that the
rulshould authorize the use of masters only for "'auxiliary matters

Judge Ripple suggested adding the following introductory clause to the beginnig of
theS first =tee: 'In adjudicating matters anillary t te appe One of the members
asked whether the term 'appeal' would cover disbarment of an attorney, or mandamus, or
bail maers. Tle question prompted changing the langue to anciry t P ings i
the court' and moving it to the end of the first sentence so that the first setence would read
as follows: "A court of apjeals may appoint a special master to hold hearings, if nece y,
and to make recommendations as to factual findings and dispition in matters ancillary toF. ~~proceedings in the Cut

Judge Ripple then asked the Committee whether the rule should provide a mechanism
for a party to respond to a master's recommendation or whet-her the rule should reman silent
and permit the court to tailor such procedures in individual cases. The Committee decided
not to include any such provision in the rule.

The rule as amended was unanimously approved for submission to the Standing
Committee with a request for publication.

The amended rules reads as follows:

L Rule 49. Masters
2 A court of appeals may appoint a special master to hold hearings, if ncessary, and to
3 make recommendations as to factual findings and disposition in matters ancillary to
4 proceedings in the court. Unless the order referring a matt to a master specifies or
5 limits the master's powers, a master shall have power to regulate all proceedings in
6 every hearing before the master and to do all acts and take all measures necessary or
7 proper for the efficient performance of the master's duties under the order including,
8 but not limited to, requiring the production of evidence upon all matters embraced in
9 the reference and putting witnesses and parties on oath and examining them. If the

10 master is not a judge or court employee, the court shall determine the master's
11 compensation and whether the cost will be charged to any of the parties.

In August 1991, Mr. Craig Nelson wrote to Judge Keeton suggesting amendment of
the United States Code or of the Federal Rules to provide an appeal as a matter of right from
an order remanding a case to the state court from which it had been removed. That
suggestion was circulated to all of the advisory committees for their consideration.
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The cosnisus of the Committee was that no further action should be taken. Maing
a change (which wouid need to be statutory) would make a difference in only a very small
number of cases yet would require review of a far greater number. Any change would be
premised upoin exercise of bad faith by district judges, an assumption that cannot be
operative.

Seven circuits have local rules that pemmit the clerk to return or refuse to file
documents if the clerk determines that the d&Cumenls do not complV with the federal or local
rules. Tle L'cal Rules Proiect rrcormended amendment of Fed. R. App. P. 45 to sle that
a clerk does not have authority to return or refuse documents.

Both the Civil Rules and the Bankruptcy Rules have reently added providions to hat
effect. In both instances the prohibition is contained in the rules on filing and servie. Fed.
R. Civ. P. 5 and Bank. R. 5005. The reporter drafted a similar amendment to, Fed. R.
App. P. 25(e) for the Committee's consideration, It provided: 'The clerk shall not refuse to
accept for filing any paper presented for that purpose solely because it is not presented in
proper form as required by these rules or by any local rules or practices.'

Item 91-11 is interrelated with the Solicitor General's suggestion in Item 91-26
dealing with briefs and appendices. The Solicitor General suggested that when a party
submits a brief or appendix that, in the opinion of the clerk, does not comply with the
requirements of Rule 32, the clerk should be able to inform the party of the nature of the
noncompliance and specify a date by which the party may correct the noncompliance, all
without the necessity of judicial intervention. If the party refuses to take the suggested action
or fails to do so, the clerk must then refer the matter to the court for a ruling.

The suggested language was as follows:

I Rule 32. Form of a Brief, an Appendix, and Other Papers
2
3 - (c) Nonconforming Brief or Appendix. - The clerk of a court of appeals may
4 notify a party when, in the clerk's judgment, the party has filed a brief or appendix
S that does not comply with these rules. In such event, the clerk shall inform the party
6 of the nature of the noncompliance and specify a date by which the party may correct
7 the noncompliance. If the party corrects the noncompliance by the date specified, the
8 corrected brief or appendix will be treated as filed on the original filing date, unless
9 the court orders otherwise. The time for filing any responsive document to a

10 correcd brief or appendix runs from the original filing date unless the court orders a
11 different time. If in the clerk's judgment the party fails to correct the noncompliance,
12 the clerk must refer the matter to the court for a ruling.
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Judge Hal commented that the Solicitor's suggestion providei a party with an easy
way to get an extension that the party couldn't get any other way.

Mr. Strubbe stated thaL all of the court of appeals clerks thought they had authority to
reject non-confoming fings and that such seening was a relatively major part of ther
jobs. With regard to the proposed amendment to Rule 25(e), he asked what is covered by a
defect in "form.

Judge Keeton reported that the reason for the change in Civl Rule 5(e) was ta ther
was a sense that substantive rights were being prejudiced by clerks refling documents.

Judge Boggs asked whether the practice in the Sixth Circuit of stamping documents as
"receivedand tendered fdr fng" would be acceptable under the rule; Judge Keeton eplie
that in his opinion, such action would constitute aptanc for filing.'

Judge Keeton also pointed out that the amendment to Rule 25 would not preclude the
clerk fom screening documents and attempting to handle them informally in a manner
similar to that outlined in the Solicitor's suggested addition to Rule 32.

Judge Logan noted that the only jurisdictional document ied with the courts of
appeals is a petition for rehearing. He also stated that his court has a rule'permitting the
clerk to refuse nonconforming documents; however, the actual practice, of the clerk
conforms rather closely with the Solicitor's suggestion. He also noted that the proposed
amendment to Rule 25 apparently would permit the court to prohibit filings from certain
troublesome parties. Rule 25 deals generally with 'papers required or i d to be filed'
and the language precluding the clerk from refusing a documents states that the clerk may not
refuse a paper "solely because it is not preented in proper form.'

Mr. Strubbe noted that the provision in the Solicitor's draft that the time for filing
responsive documents runs from the original date of tender has two effects: 1) the appellant
receives a non-approved extension of time, and 2) the appellee's time for prepanng a
response is shortened. The clerks think that the defacto extension of time is problematic.

Judge Ripple summarized the options before the Committee. First, the Comminite
could decide to take no action. Second, the Committee could approve the amendment to
Rule 25 which conforms it to Civil Rule 5(e). Third, the Committee could also approve the
amendment to Rule 32 stating that a clerk may inform a party about formal defes in a brief
or appendix and set a date by which a corrected document should be prented to the court
Fourth, the Committee could incorporate the Solicitor General's suggestion into Rule 25
either in the language of the rule itself or in the Cornmitiee Note.

Judge Logan and Mr. Froeb favored the amendment to Rule 25 on the basis of
consistency witf the other rules.



Judge Jolly stated that he was not awarre of any party who had been deied any rigiby tendering a non-conforng document and themforC the Committee should not amend the.

ar. Kopp Mated that at least in theory the is a concrn about the filng of a petition
fbo rehearing because it is a juriMictional document

Judge Hl exprsed the opinion that there is a differercm between a district court anda court of appemls in handling papers.

Judge Williams suggested that the repoer take the Solicitor General's proposal,
altered so that it is not so generous about extensions of time, and include it in the CommiiteeNote to Rule 2. Judge Willianis then moved approval of the proposed amendment to Rule
;25 a written. The motion was unanimously approved and there was consensus tht the Notebe amended to reflect the ability of the clerk to continue to screen documents and to work
with parties.

Judge Ripple thtm asked the Committee to return tW consideration of proposed Rule32(c). Judge Logan favored the proposal but expressed some hesitation about the provisiongoverning the running of time for responsive briefs. In favor of that provision, he noted thatin most instances the document initially offered for filing would contain most of the
infomation needed to prepare a response.

Mr. Kopp responded to the earlier comment about the ability of a party to get anextension by a bad faith filing of a non-conforming document, Mr. Kopp believed that theproposAl gives the court the flexibility to deal with such a party.

Judge Ripple asked if the Committee thought the rule should contain a time linit for
rsubmission of a corrected document and, if so, what limit. Judge Logan suggested thatissue should be left to local practice. In a circuit covering a wide geographic area a longertime would be needed than in a smaller circuit. Judge Logan also noted the time needed
depends upon the type of deft. Use of the wrong type of cover can be quickly cowrrecdwhereas a missing appendix takes more trne to produce.

Judge Hall expressed some doubts about the coordination of this proposal with thechange in Rule 25 just approved. Judge Logan stated that he saw no inconsistency; the clerkmust file any document presented but if a document is ndnconforming, the clerk may send itback and ask for correction. Judge Logan further stated that ordinarily there are three types
of documents filed with a court of appeals; briefs, petitions for rehearing, and motions.
Only briefs create any problem with regard zo the time for filing a responsive docufet.
Typically thare is no response to a petition for rehearing and the court normally sets the time
for filing a response to a motion.
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Judge Jolly questioned the need for any provson in Rule 32 regarding non-
conforming flings. The arnendent to Rule 25 will insure that a party's rights are not
prejudiced because the document will be filed. If the Note to Rule 25 makes it cler that a
clerk may continue to scre documents, the amendment to Rule 32 would be unne sry
and perhaps confusing.

Judge Ripple called for a vote on the proposed addition of sludivimion 32(c), Four
members voted in favor of it; four opposed it. The propos filed to carry.

Judge Ripple announced that the subcommitt working on item 91t2 had ask tha
the discussion of that item be postponed until the following day so tha the subcommittee
would have an opportunty to mee and hopefully combine their two proposals.

L FFed R. App. P.41 is silent as to the standard that should be used to determine the
appropriateness of a stay of mandate. Ten circuits have local rules that establish standards to
be used in determining whether to stay a mandate. The Local Rules Project suggested that
the Advisory Committee consider amending Rule 41 to include standards for granting a stay
of mandate.

Judge Ripple opened the discussion by noting that the local rules articulate a variety
of standards and that the Supreme Court also has articulated rather detailed standards that ituses in determining whether to issue a stay. He additionally pointed out that when this topic
was st discussed Chief Judge Sloviter had advised caution becuse articulating such
standards comes close to the substance/proedure line.

The Reporter had prepared a draft amendment that would require a motion for a say
to 'show that a petition for certiorari would present a substantial question and that there is
good cause for a stay.0 She also offered five variations, the last of which most closely
tacked the Supreme Court's standards.

Judge Logan expressed dislike for the fifth option in death casts although he admitted
that the formulation would eliminate the widely varying local rules and the language is
consistent with the Supreme Court standards.

Judge Keeton noted that the main draft is directed to parties, not to the wurts, and it
does not specify the standard the court must apply.

Mr. Kopp stated that although he usually favors elimination of local rules nd
establishment of a national rule, the standards have been developed by case law and the lack

4__1of consensus makes this a difficult rule to draft.
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A motion was made to approve the main draft on page 6 of the Reporter's
morandum. It was approved by a vote of 6 to 2.

A Y~Sg ttX>I dti fi %vst~ aboo ¶tD Cmmnt )zUt Mt b&z i ¶tt me
should state that the standard to be applied by a court must be developed by case law and any
local rule that ts a standard is invalid. Judge Logan noted that if the note suggests that a
circuit can have any standard it wants, that invites motior-q for stays. He suggested that the
note simply state that the Supreme Court has set forth is standards in flm . The purpose
of the rule is to tell lawyers what they should do to cinform with the Supreme Court's
standards. he Noteshould alertounsel to the typeof showing that needs to be adeto
satisfy the Supreme Court standard.

The Committee adlourned for lunch at 12:00 noon

The Committee reconvened at 2:15 p.m.

Fed. R. App. P. 21 provides that in mandamus actions the judge should be named as
a party and be treated as a party with respect to service of papers. Nine circuits have local
rules stating that a petifion for mandamus should not bear the name of the judge. Six of
those rules also provide that unless otherwise ordered, if relief is requested of a particular
judge, the judge shall be represented pro fonna by counsel for the party opposing the relief
and that the lawyer appears in the namre of the party and not of the judge. Although Rule 21
antcipates that a judge may not wish to appear in the proceeding, the rule requires the judge
to so advise the clerk and all parties by letter. Six of the local rules reverse the prmption
and require a judge who wishes to appear to seek an order permitting the judge to appear.
The Local Rules Project suggested that the Advisory Committee consider amending Rule 21
to reflect the local rules.

Chief Justice McGiverin noted that the proposed draft tracks several of the local rules.
He stated that Iowa had changed its rule in a similar manner and he favored the change.
Judge Logan also supported the change.

To get a sense of the Committee's reaction Judge Ripple asked for a vote on the
substance of the amendment as distinguished from the exact language; it was unanimously
approved.

The Committee then turned its attention to the language of t? e proposal an made
several anendments. Particular attention was paid to the use of thu. term pro formw Judge
Williams suggested that the Committee Note explain what the Committce means The
amended draft reads as follows:
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I Rule 21, Writs o Miandaimus and Erohiblilon Direded to a Judge or Judges and2 _Qther Extraordinary ]rIts
3 (a) Mar-camus or Irohibiior to a widge or dges; Perifsonfior vir; Senice4 an filing. - A Sary-p ,lyng for a writ of mandamus or of prohibition5 dirted to a judge or judges shall be a petition thrfor with the6 clerk of the court of appeals with proof of 'ervice on the nspd t judge or judges7 and on ali r the action in the trial co t
8 Ir ~.PetPoe.AlPrisblwohrta h eiire r
9 D The petition sal ms contiin a statement of the Thts10 ncesary to an understanding of the issues pree.nted by the applicationQ; a temetU1 of the issues presented and of the relief sought; a sttement of the reons why the12 writ should issue; and copies of any order or opi f the reord whXch 1hal13 may be esse l to an understnding of the rnattef r set forth in the ption. Upon14 receipt of the prescribed docket fee, the clerk shall docket thg petition and submit it to1i the Curt

16 (b) Denial, Qrder Pirecring .4nrer. - If the court 3
17 ffiat the writ should not be granted, it shall deny the pedtion. Otherwise, it shall18 order that Ili art answer to the petition btels within19 the time fixed by the order. The r LIn shall be-hsere-Y-The-eletk
20 on the judge or Judges esp b r
21 iLgAlri e and on al other parti to the tion in ihe tia ur bew22 eltioncr l _ _ e d r Two or23 more respondents may answer jointly. W__
24 ntertap~nhp
25 To te exent hat elic

27 ~ f27 hat judge29 cler shall advs the partir, i e
30 rqid dft at The proceeding shall mi be given31 preference over ordinary civ cases.
32
33 (d) Fonn of _apers; Numbner of Copies.- All papers may be typewritten.
34 e , h
35eeizbcfrihd Anoiiaanthecoisxnaef
36r3Jrileijj[adifrnnubrb



Fed. R. App, P. 9(a) gover appeals fom orders rspecting release Vendig traW and
9(b) governs motions for release pending appeal. Both subdivLsfons state that review of bad
determinations shall be made 'without the nemsity of bi .s. . upon such papr,
affidavits and portions of the record as the parties shalllpre=L' The rule leaves to the
discretion of the parties which papers and inormation will be presented to the cout

Seven circuits have local rules that specify the type of information the courts want a
party to prest in the "papers.0 Several of thei local rules require submission of a
memomnd Te Local Rules Project cIassified all of the local rules as in conflict with the
federal nle. The Fifth Circuit urged the Advisory Committee to consider amending Rule 9
to specify the tpe of information that should be presented. At the Advisory Commitl=cs
December 1991 meeting the Committee asked the reporter to prepare drafts for the
Committee's comsideration,

Judge Ripple noted that the drafts prepared for the meeting addrs two separate
issues: amendment of the rule to accommodate the government's ability to obtain revew of
bail determinations; and amendmer t of the rule to specify the type of information tha should
accompany a request to review a bail decision.

Judge Keeton observed that under secuon 3143 there are three times during which
release decisions may be mae: pre-trial; after verdict but before sentencing; and, after
sentencing pnding appeal. Judge Keeton suggested combining subdivisions (a) and (b).

Judge Williams stated that subdivision (a) governs appeals prior to judgment of
conviction (the first two of the times identified by Judge Keeton) and that subdivision (b)
might simply note that when review is sought pending appeal, Le., when the party seekng
review of the release decision has already filed an appeal, review of the release decision can
be obtained by motion. Subdivision (b) might then simply state that in all other respects the
review process is handled in the same way as when review is sought prior to judgment of
convicton.

With regard to the infonnation that should be presented to the reviewing court, Judge
Logan stated that the proposed drafts identify the basic materials and the rule should require
a party to present those materials. Judge Hall noted that because a court is often asked to
review release decisions on an emergency basis, clearly requiring the presentation of

ssential matrials will be helpful. Judge Hall expressed a preference for Draft One.

The Committee began consideration of Draft One but after some discussion decided
that some redrafting should bt undertaken. A subcormmittee consisting of Judge Jolly, Judge
Keeton, and Judge Wiiamns agreed to confer and attempt to prepare a new draft for the
Committee's consideration on Wednsday morning.
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One of the recurring uraisd by the courts of appeals ntheir r nses to the
Local Rules PToject's Report on Appellate Rules %wasthat the Committee should consder
anending Ftd. R. App. P. 28 which governs the ontents of briefs, to require soWe of the
items the circuits require in their local rules. At the December 1991 eeting the consensus
of the Comnuttee was thit Rule 28 should be amended t6 require a summary of the arguMent
and, if a party intends to claim attorney fees for the appeal, a statement to that effect with
citation to the statutory basis therefor.

Several members of the Commite expressed approval of requiring a summy of
argument. Judge Jolly noted that the summary is helpful when dermining whether oral
argument is warranted. When Judge Ripple aske for a vote on the substance of the
proposal, it received unanimous approval.

The Comnr-ttee then turned its attention to the language of the draft.. After brief
consideration, the Committee consensus was that the requirement should not be included in
the 'argument paragraph, but that there should be a separate paragraph requiring a
Wsummary of argument. The Committee unanimously approved the following proposal:

f l Rule 28& Briers
2 (a) Appelln's Brief- The brief of the appellant must contain, under appropf ate
3 headings and in the order here indicated:
4
5 (5) AE sumr ofa*mn.Tesm aysol oti ucntcer

8 (4, LQ An argument. u rcccd . The
9 argument must contain the contentions of the appellant on the issues presented,

10 and the reasons therefor, with citations to the authorities, statutes, and parts of
11 the record relied on. The argument must also include for each issue a concise
12 statement of the applicable standard of review; this statement may appear in
13 the discussion of each issue or under a separte heading paced before the
14 discussion of the issues.

15 (6) £m A short conclusion stating the precise relief sought,

16 (b) Appelle's Brief- Tle brief of the appellee must conform to the requirements of
17 paragraphs (a)(l)- (5) fM, except that none of the following ned appear unless the
18 appellee is dissatisfied with the statement of the appellant:
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19 (1) the jurisdictional statement;
20 (2) the statement of the issues;
21 (3) he statement of the asc:
22 (4) the statement of the standard of review.

With regard to the proposal ta if a part intends to ek attorney fees for the appeal,the party's brief must contain a statement so indicating, Mr. Froeb noted that it might bebetter to present tt claim MI a motion at a later time when both parties are better able toargue their position.

Judge hail noted that awarding attorneys fe is mandatory in many instances. OnlyWhen they are discretionary is there any need for argument about them.

Judge Logan wondered whether adding such 4 requirement would encourage fightingover attorneys fees. The requirement would make a lawyer who might not win the appealfeel that the brief must claim attorneys fees. Judge Logan also now that something mayoccur in a reply bnef that prompts the appellee to seek attorneys fees. Judge Logan movedto delete the proposal. Judge Williams seconded the motion and it-was approved by a voteof six in favor, two op posed.

Before the meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m., Judge Ripple advised the Committee thatthe first item of business in the morning would be consideration of the preemption questionin Rule 32.

The rneeting reconvened on Wednesday, October 21, at 8:30 a.m. All members inatendance the preceding day were in attendance once again.

2IZZ0,
The discussion returned to Rule 32. This time the Committee focused on the proposalthat a new subdivision, subdivision (d), be added to Rule 32. The proposed subdivisionstaed that Rule 32 preempts all local rules concerning the form of briefs.

Mr. Kopp introduced the topic. He noted that Rule 32 and the local rulessupplementing it are filled with a number of minor matters. Because the rules cover subjectmatters like binding and type style, the nsitivity about the ability to have a local rule ispresumably not as high as with many other subject matters. When fonmulating the proposeddraft, the Solicitor's Office reviewed all of the local rules and included any matter thatseemed important in the draft Mr. Kopp stated that he held no brief for the particulars ofthe draft; for exanple, it is not important whether the rule requires staples to be covered, butit is important that the rule addresses the binding issue. The heart of the Solicitor's proposalis ta the nie should address the issues and preempt local rules.

Judge Logan made a motion to adopt the preemption provision. The motion wassended by Chief Justice Mc~iverin. Discussion followed.
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The fimt speaker asked about the enforcement technique. Although most circuitswould probably conform, the members noted that questions about the timing of the rtpea% oflocal rules might arise. The rule might aso give rise to disputes concrning whether a localrule added to or subtracW from the national rule.

Judge Ripple noted that the local rules have be used for experimentation andinnovation. In fa, the last several aditions to Rule 28 have be modeled upon successfullocal experiments. The loa variations hav& bete nhnor, such ta r.quiring a summary ofargument, but having proven useflul, those Ideas have percolated up and improved thenational rules, On the other hand Judge Ripple stated tha in this case, as in al instanm soflocal vadadon, the Commite nes to be concdrned about the burden local rules plac uponnatlorn practitioners. A rile forbidding all local variations may be too rigid, however, ifnational uniformity is needed only to ease a practidoner's administrative buidens rather thanprevent confusion.

Judge &ggs suggested that fthe Committee Note contain hortatory lnguage asking thecircuits to limit their additional requirements to those that have ben carefully considered inlight of the desirability of national uniformity.

Judge Jolly suggested amending the language of proposed subdivision (d) to state thatthe requirements of Rule 32 concerning form 'shahi prevail over local rules.'

Mr. Strubbe once again asked what exactly is included within the term 'form.'

Judge Williams noted that the scope of the draft is constrained by the fact that it statesthat 'the requirements of lhinuk" preempt local rules. Judge Logan noted that Rule 32covers only typeface, cover colors, binding, and the information that must be included on acover.

Judge Ripple suggested that the Committee consider Judge Boggs' suggestion that theCommittee Note include an admonition to the circuits asking them to exercise regtraint whenconsidering local variations. Judge Ripple also suggested that there may be some non-rulemethods of addressing the issue such as a report in F.R.D. or working with the clerks'committee on rules.

Mr. Kopp stated that when the Committee discussed the Local Rules Project, theCommittee talked about some sort of scening proes for local rules. Judge Keeton pointedout that under § 2071 (c)(2) the Judicial Conference has responsibility for monitoring the localrules adopted by the circuits and that function, no doubt, would be referred to the AdsyCommittee on Appellate Rules.

Judge Ripple called fbr a vote as to whether the Committee wished to include apreemption provision in Rule 32. One member favored a preemption provision, six opposedthe idea.
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Judge Ripple asked membe to consider Judge ogs' suggestion and ae te ways
of communicating to the clerks and &Crcuits about engaging in re nsible eimentaion.
Judge Ripple asked the sane members who were considering the typeface issue as well as
Mr. Kopp and Judge Boggs to consuit with the Rerter.'

The discussion then shifted to consideration of the oher amendments to Rule 32
roposed by the Solicitor General's office and Mr. Strubbe. The Committee turned to the

draft beginning on page 11 of the Reporters memorandurm. On line 6, the draft sed
limiting the carbon copy excxption for parties proceeding in forma pauperis to pro se partsc s.
Because photocopying is ilexpcnsive, some cout have local rules prohibiting obunsel
representing a party proceeding in forma paupcris to use carbon copies. Judge Wllianms
moved for approval of the change; Mr. Froeb seconded it. The change was unanimously
approved~.

At lines 17 and- 18, the draft proposed adding the following senence: "A brief or
appendix must be stapled or bound on the left side in any manner that is secure and does not
obscure the text." The Committee discussed several variations found in the local rules and
concluded that in some instances top binding, especially of an apendix, is appropriate and
that it would be better to delete the requirement that the documents be bound on the left.
Judge Jolly also moved that the sentence be amended to require binding in a manner that
permis a brief to lie flat when open. The Committee unanimously favored both suggestions.
Tne amended sentence reads as follows: 'A brief or appendix must be stapled or bound in
any manner that is secure and does not obscure tle text and that permits it to lie flat when
Open.

The Committee unanimously favored deleting the sentence providing a special
exception concerning the size of briefs in patent cas, e The Federal Circuit's local rules do
not permit briefs in patent cases to exceed the usual size so there is no further need for the
exception in the national rule.

At lines 23 and 24, the rule provides that "[i]f a brief is produced by a commercial
printing or duplicating firm, or if produced otherwise and the covers to be described are
available, the cover' must be a cerain color depending upon the role of the party filing the
brief. Judge Logan suggested deleting the 'are available' language. That language
essentially makes the rule unenforceable. It was suggested that all language through the
words "am available" on line 24 be stricken and replaced by the words, 'Except for pro2 SC
parties." It was also suggested that on line 25 the word 'blues should be followed by a
semicolon and that on line 26 the word "any' should be preceded by the word "and. Judge
Ripple asked for a vote on lines 23 through 26 as amended. The changes were approved
unanimously.

At lines 30 and 31 the draft proposed that the cover should include the number of the
case, centered at the top of the front cover. That proposal was approved unanimously.
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Currently Rule 32(b) makes the rule applicable to a petition for rehearing as well as
to a brief or appendix. At lines 38 and 39 the draft proposed that the Rule 32 rquirements
also should apply to 'a suggestion for rehearing in banc and ay ns t such petion orsuggestion.' That propoal w-as approved unanimously. At iines 4 through 42 the draft
proposed that the cover of a petition for rehearing or of a suggestion for rehearing in bane,
Eas well as any response to either, should be yellow. The Comritfee voted unanimously to
s ethat change-

The Committee voted unanimously to amend lines 45 and 46 to provide: .Carbon
copies may not be filed or served except by pro se parties,". no Committe also voted
unanimously to amend lines 47 and 48 to state that 'A motion or other paper addressed tothe court need not have a cover but must contain a caption that includes the name of the
court L .. a y te C.mmi a to make the on li 42 touh 49
dealing with motions a single and separate paragraph.

The Local Rles Project identified several loc rules that conflict with the federalr ruIles because the local rules require a party to file a different number of copies of aL document than the federal rules require. The Committee had previously decided that rather
than prohibit local variation it would be better to authorize it and make parties aware that a
local rule may alter the number set by a national rule. The Committee asked the reporter to

L prepare draft amendments to each of the rules indicating that the number of copies may bealtered by local rule or order in a particular case.
f

The Committee unanimously approved identical changes to Rules 5, 5.1, 21, 25, 27,and 30. Each of those rules will ste that an original and a certain number of copies must
be filed 'unless the court requires the filing of a different number by local rule or by orderin a particular case.'

The draft language in Rules 3 and 13 differed from that approved in the first category
becuse rather hn setting a base line number the drafts require .- appellant to file enough
copies for the court to serve each party with a copy. By unanimous consent of the
Committee Rules 3 and 13 will both include language stating: 'At the time of fig [a notice
of appeal] the appellant shall furnish the clerk with sufficient copies of the notice of appeal toenable the clerk to comply promptly with the requirements of subdivision (d) of [this] Rule
3." The Committee also unanimously approved amending Rule 35 to provide that "The
number of copies that must be filed may be prescribed by local rule and may be altered by
order in a particular case."

Mr. Kopp prepared sample charts showing the number of copies of a given document
required by each of the circuits. He suggested that it would be desirable to have such a chart
at the beginning of each set of local rules. Mr. Kopp suggested that a statement in the
Committee Note about the desirability of such charts might be all tha is needed to encourage
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the use of them. Judge Ripple suggested sending out a Letr to the circuits enclosing the
charts and suggesting their use. Judge Williams suggested that the charts show the required
number of copies with cioation to the controlling rule - wh ther federal or loal. Mr. Xopp
pointed out that the charts as drafted currently do that. eh Committee unanimously
approved sending the charts to the circuits. The Committee also suggested that the
Committe Note accompanying Rule 25 include a statement that the circuits should consider
making readily available to practitioners charts showing the number of copies to be filed and
citing the controlling mere

The Comnmittee returned to the bail question and considered the new draft prepared by
Judge Keeton, Judge Williams, Judge Boggs, and Judge Ripple, The new draft did three
things: 1) retained the existing structure of the rule but updated the text in light of the Bail
Reform Act; 2) made it clear in subdivision (b) that the requirements in (a) apply to post-
sentencing review and that there is an additional requirement that information aLbut the
conviction must be provided; and, 3) made clear those instances when review may be sought
by motion.

The draft provided:

1 Rule 9. Release in a Crimpial Case.
2 (a) Appeal from an Order Regarding Release Before Judgment of
3 Conviciom - The district court shall state in writing, or orally on the record, the
4 reasons for an order regarding release or detention of a defendant in a criminal ase.
5 To obtain review of such an order, the appellant, within fourteen days after filing a
6 notice of appeal with the district clerk, shall file with the appellate clerk a copy of the
7 district court's order and its statement of reasons and if the appellant questions the
8 factual basis for the district court's order, a transcript of any release proceedings in
9 the district court or an explanation of why a transcript has not been obtained. The

10 appeal must be determined promptly. It must be heard, after reasonable notice to the
11 appellee, upon such papers, affidavits, and portions of the record as the parties
12 present or the court may require not including briefs unless the court for good cause
13 so orders. The court of appeals or-a judge thereof may order the release of the
14 defendant pending decision of the appeal.

15 (b) Appeal from an Order Regarding Release After Judgment of Convidion,-
16 A party entitled to do so may obtain review of a district court's order regarding
17 release that is made after a judgment of conviction by filing a notice of appeal with
18 the district clerk, or by filing a motion with the appellate clerk if the party has
19 already filed a notice of appeal of the judgment of conviction or the terms of the
20 sentence. Both the order and the review are subject to the terms of Rule 9(a). In
21 addition, the papers filed by the applicant for review must include a record of the
22 offense or offeses of which the defendant was convicted and the date and terms of
23 the, setence.
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24 (c) Crteriafor Release.- The decision regarding rels must be ae in25 accordance wit applicable provisions of Tidle 18 U.S.C. sec. 3142 and sect 3143.
The COmmittee discussion resulted in a number of changes in the drpA1. The draft would haye required an appellant t file with the court of as, wifourteen days after fling a notice of appeal a copy of the district court's order and itsStatement of reasons for the order. The fourteen day ruirement was deleted andreplaced by a requirement that the documents be filed as soon as practicable afterfling the notice of appeal *ASson as praticable was thought sufficient because theappe ~nt would be interested in a spedy resolution and retaining the fou'rt= daytime frame. might give rise to a3n inferece tha thiere is no nee 1"or a ourt to act unti- the expiration of the fourteen days.

2. The terms district clerk and appellate clerk were changed to district court and cow ofappeals,

3. In the second sentence of subdivision (a) 'the' appellant was changed to 'an"appellant.

4. The opening language of the second sentence was changed. Rule 3 says that the onlything a party must do to obtain review is file a notice of ap ; therefore, it wouldbe inappropriate to begin the sentence by stating that 'to obtain review' a pary mustfile other papers in addition to the notice of appeal. The sentence was changed tostate that '[a) party appealing from the order' as soon as practicable after filing anotice of appeal with the district court, shall file.. .

5. The second sentence was divided into two separate sentences. The first one endingwith the words 'statement of reasons.' Tne resulting third sentence was altered toread: 'An appellant who questions the factual basis for the district court's order shallfile a transcript . . '

6. The sentence beginning with '(ijt must be heard" (the old fourth and now fifthsentence) was divided into two sentences, the first of which ends with the word'require.' The resulting sixth sentence was then altered so that it states w[b]riefs neednot be filed unless the court so orders.'

7. The heading of subdivision (b) was changed from "appeal from" to 'review A- anorder regarding release. The change reflects the fact that review may be obtainedeither by appeal or, in appropriate cases, by motion.

8. The first sentence of subdivision (b) was altered by inserting the words 'from thatorder' after the words 'notice of appeal' in the first clause. The change wasnecessary to make it clear that if a party files a notice of appeal only from theconviction, the party must file a motion to obtain review of the bail deermLination.
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9 In the second senitence of subdivision (b), the words "appeal or' were delezed as
unnecessary.

Tbe amended draft read as follows:

I RRule 9. Relee I a Crlmn Case.
2 (a) Apped from an Order Regarding Release Bedfre Judgenw of
3 Conviction. The district court shal state in writing, ok orally on the record, the
4 reasons for an order regarding release or detention of a defendant in a criminal ce.
5 A pryappeaing ftom the order, as son as practibe aftrfir ling a notice of a62
6 with the district court, shall file With the court of appeals a copy of the district court's
7 : order and its statement of reons. An appellant who questions the fact basis for
8 the district court's order shall file a ftinscript of any reIeakc prceedings in the
9 district -ourt or an explanation of why a transcript has net been obtained. The appeal

10 must be determined promptly. It must be heard, after reasonable notice to the
11 appellee, upon such papers, affidavits, and porTions of the record as the parties
12 present or the court may require. ?Briefs need not be filed unless the court so orders.
13 The court of appeals or a judge thereof may order the release of the defendant
14 pending decision of the appeal.

15 (b) Review of an Order Regarding Release After Judgmert of Convcdon. A
16 party entitled to do so may obtain review of a district court's order regarding release
17 that is made after a judgment of conviction by filing a notice of appeal from tha
18 order with the district court, or by filing a motion with the court of appeals if the
19 party has already filed a notice of appeal of the judgment of conviction or the terms
20 of the sentence. Both the order and the review are subject to the terms of Rule 9(a).
21 In addition, the papers filed by the applicant for review must include a record of the
22 offense or offenses of which the defendant was convicted and the date and terms of
23 the sentence.

24 fi(c) CiteriaforRelease.- The decision regarding release must be ade in
25 accordance with applicable provisions of Title 18 U.S.C. sec. 3142 and sec. 3143.

The Committee also agreed dtht the Committee Note should explain that even after
judgment of conviction the initial application f5or release must befiled with the distict court
The statement that all the requirements of (a) apply to (b) means, among other things, that
before review may be sought in the court of apeals, the district court must, after entry of
the judgment of conviction, enter an order regarding release.

The amended draf was unanimously approved for submission to the Standing
Committee.
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LM i92
At the flme Of the review of local rules by the L Rules Proxect, five circits Irles allowiing attorneys, as wel as judges, to preside at prehearing conferencs. The Projetsuggested that the Advisory Committee consider amehding Rule 33 to permt attorneys topside at prehearing conferences, The Advisory Committee decided to review Rule 33 in itsentirety and Judge Ripple appointed a subcommittee consisting of Judges Hall and Logan andthe Solicitor General's office to assist the Reporter in developing drafts, Two drfs were -prepared prior to the meeting and 'on Tuesday evening the subcomuittee met and prepared aconsolidated draft for the fUl Comnmttee's consideration. The consolidate draft presaadto the Committee read as follows

Rule 33. Appellate Conference
2 ITe court may direct the attorneys, and in appropriate caes the parties, to3 participate in a conference to address any matter that may aid in the disposition of tbe4 proceedings, including the simplificaton of the Issues and the possibility ofS settlement. A conference my be conducted in person or by telephone and be6 presided over by a judge or an attorney designated by the court for tmht purpose.7 Before a conference, attorneys shall consult with their clients 'nd obtain as much8 authority as feasible to settle the case and resolve procedural matters. As a result of a9 conferenc, ffie court may enter an order controlling the couri of the proceedings or10 implementing any settlement agreement. Except to the extent discloscd in the11 conference order, statements made in discussions held pursuant to this rule are12 confidenia

Judge Logan introduced the draft He noted tht the current rule states that aconference is conducted by a court or judge and most circuits now want the flexibility to usenon-judges as presiders. Judge Logan also pointed out that the curment rule is the appellateequivalent of a pre-trial hearing and does not anticipate that settlement of the case might bethe subject of a conference.

Judge Logan explained some of the specific differences between the draft and existingRule 33.
1 The caption is "Prehearing Conference' rather than 'Appellate Conference' inrecognition of the fact that occasionally a conference is held after oral argument2. The dr allows the court to require that "parties' attend the Conference. Sometimesit is educational for the client to attend the conference and the client's presce mayaid in wttlement of the case.1 ITe draft allows the court to require the partieS to attend the conference only winappropriate cases.' There are a variety of situations when it is not appropriate torequire the party to attend, most notably one cannot require the entire government toattend a conference.

4. ne draft uses the singular form, 'a' conference, but the subcommitt intended tohave the Committee Note explain that a conference may Ce ongoing and may bereconvened a number of times.
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S. The draft includes the 'possibility of settlement' among possible conferce topics.
6. The draft recognizes that conferences are often held by telephone.
70 hne draft allows an attorney designated by the court to preside over a conference.
8. The draft requires an attorney to consult with his or her client before the coference-

. mand obtain as much auffiority as feasible to settle the ca and relve procedural
matters.

9. The draft states that statements rnaie in confence are confidential.

Judge Logan noted that conferces may have two dicffrent objectives: the Rt to
simplify the iues, or to direct attention of the parties to the isues the court wants
discussed, or to settle procedural matters; the second, to settle the cs. Judge Ripple askex
whether the rile should have separate provisions for the two different types. Judge Logan
observd that although a conference is oftn begun as a scheduling bonference or one dealing
with simplification of the issues, it often progresses to settlement discussions.' Therfore, too
sark a separation between the two types may be a disadvantage.

With regard to confidentiality Judge Logan raised questions. He noted tha statements
mane in a settlement conference should not be revealed to a judge who will hear the case.
Howeve, thetre may be need to discuss with a party or with co-counsel informafioni that is
revealed during the conference. The language that statements made during a conferce "are
confidential' may be too broad.

Wr. Kopp stated that the government has two significant concerns which he thought
could be adequately dealt with in a note. The first concern arises from the court's authority
to require 'parfies' to attend a conference. He stated his opinion that the limitation to

pprcpriase as' is important. For instance, Mr. Kopp stated that he did not think that it
would be appropriate to require the Secretary of H1S to appear at a settlcment conference.
Judge Williams asked what such a principle would mean in the corporate context. A
corporation cannot appear except through agents; but would it be appropriate to require
attendance of a corporate officer? The Committee cnncluded that the rrm "parties" is
sufficiently broad to allow a court to determine that an executive of General Motors or some
other employe with authority, including the general counsel, constirtes 'the party."

Mr. Kopp also focused upon the language requiring a law to nsult with h or
her client before a conference and obtain as much authority 'as feasible.' Again, he
expressed the opinion at the 'as feasiblX' language is important to the governmentL He
also noted that there are others, such as foreign governments, who might have difficulty

bAining authority to settle.

Mr. Kopp stated that if both those issues are adequately clarified by the Committee.
Note, the Department of Justice would be satisfied with the, rule.
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Judge Williams expressd his opinion that the government may not deserve individual
mention because there are many entides that have similar problems. Judge Hall agreed that
the govenment, as a party, should not be given different t tm Mr Kopp poi out
that the language of the nile is tn ended enough to allow the court to det e the proper
course of action.

A number of changes were made in the draft.

1. The caption ws changed to 'Appeal Conferencts' The caption 'Appellate
Confeence' was reminiscent of 'judicial conference.'

2. The language of the first sentence wa changed from the singular 'a coferece' -
to one or more confernce" (the languge use in the criminal rules).

3. The second sentence was amended to state that a conference may be conducted by "a
judge or other person' designated by the court for that purpose. The 'other pern'
language encompasses a broad range of possibilities including a senior district udge,
a former state court judge, magistrate or attorney.

4. The tird sentence was amended to state that '[bjefore a settlement conferw' art
attorney must consult with his or her client and obtain as much authority s feible to
setle the case. The language requiring the lawyer to consult with the client about
procedural matters was dropped because a court may issue an order governing the
procedure in a ca (with or without the consent of the parties) and even when a
procedural matter is the subject of negotiation, it is not usually a matter about which a
lawyer must consult his or her client.

5. The confidentiality provision was limited to statments made in sitk discussions
so tht orders and agreements as to proeural matters need not be held confidental.

The confidentiality provision was further amended. The purpose of stating flatly that
statements made during settlement discussions are confidential was intended to make it
clear tht such statements may not be communicated to anyone - not to the court and
not to third parties such as the press. Obviously disclosure to the client or co-counsel
may be nessary. Mormver, the bar needs to have confidence ta the information
will b held confidential within the court. The sentence was amended to read:
'Except to the extent disclosed in the conference order, statements made in settlement
disussions held pursuant to this rule are confidential and may not be disclosed to any
judge of the court, any other court personnel, or any other person who is not a pay
or a represetative of a party.'

The amended draft was unanimously approved. The amended draft read as follows:
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I Rule 33. Appeal Conferences
2 The court may direct the attorneys, and in appropriate cases the parties, to
3 participate in one or more conferences to address any matter that may aid in the
4 disposition of the proceedings, including the simplification of the issues and the
5 possibility of settlement. A cbnfirence may be conducted in person or by telephone
6 and be presided over by a judge or other person desionated by the court for that
7 purpose. Before a settlement conference, attorneys sa consult with their clients and
8 obtain as much authority as feasible to settle the ca. As a result of a conference,
9 the court may enter an other controlling the course of the proceedings or

10 implementing any settement agreement. Exce'pt the extent disclosd in the'
11 conference order, statements mnie in settlement discussions held pursuant to this rule
12 are confidentil and may not be disclosed to any judge of the court, any other court
13 personnel, or any person who is not a party or a representative of a party.

Te Reporter told the Committee that at the last Standing Committee the Reporters
from all of the Committees were asked to work together to draft rules governing technical
amendments and uniform numbering of local rules.

It is contemplated that each set of rules will have a rule requiring local court rules to
be numbered to correspond to the national rules. The Advisory Committee had considered
and approved a draft rule last spring for presentation at the Standing Committee's summer
meeting. Each of the other advisory committees had also approved drafts. Because the
drafts differed, the Standing Committee asked the reporters to confer and attempt to find a
Common soludon so that the language in each set of rules would be uniform. The Reporter
made several small changes in the Committee's earlier proposal so that it would more closely
resemble the other drafts. Those changes were explained and the draft approved by the
Committee. The Committee understood that approval of the draft did not guaratee that the
final product would be identical to the draft. The approved draft read as follows:

I Rule 47. Rules by QLJourts of Appeals
2 Aft~gjvin2approtn-iae public otice and pportunit t.~r~c~or~nier E ach court of
3 appeals by action of a majority of the circuit judges in regular active service may
4 ffemtie-4eime make and amend rules governing its practice ft-et-i1-
5 consistent withhqLiye, these rules adopdu 28U.S
6 mr
7 flfnyt~nc wtu e ee-es AiIgnrivap ica le ietin
8 .oc
9 jjntenloprtn procedures or st ndigo der.Ayloclrl_ htrltst

10 topic covere bthe F1e~deral Rvs ofApelate rcdrems ,~'n)'A
11 Irreswnd to the related federal

13 T
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Similarly, it is contemplated that eh of th&'sets of mrles will contain a Me

governing the procedures for making technical axendments of the riles. The rule would
0low the Judicial Conference to make a technical am dmnent of a rule without the need for

publication and review by the Supreme Coun and Congres.

La spring the Advisory Committee considered a draft prepared by the Style
Committee and expressed some reluctance to endorse the draft beuZse its breadth was
broader da the Advisory Committee felt prudent given the delicate relationship between the
Congress and the Judicial rulemaking proce.

The Committee again considered the Style Committee's draft and a narrower draft
prepared by the Reporter.

Judge Keeton noted that the Reporter's draft was very narrow because it eliminated
the possibility of making changes essential to conforming the rules with sttutory
amendments. Judge Ripple pointed out that the emphasis in the Reporter's draft was ujon
the error correcting function of technical amendments. Judge Ripple also noted that the
language authorizing changes to conform to statutory amendments creates a broad range of
possible changes. Some changes are very narrow and technical, such as changing
Umagistrate' to 'magistratejudge, 0 yet other changes involve substantial rewriting of a rule,
such as charging Rule 9 to conform o changes made by th& Bail Reform At Judge Keeon
responded that the amendments to Rule 9 (concerning the government's ability to appeal a
bail decision) which the Advisory Committee had just approved should not be considered
technical.

Judge Ripple then stated that one of his concerns had been whether a broad technicl
amendment rule could be used to achieve numerical or substantive integration of the rules, a
proposal that has been discussed several times in the Standing Committee. Judge Keetn

< assured the Committee that such changes would require the use of die full procedures,
;Y¾.inciuding publication and Supreme Court and Congressional review.

The Committee discussion then focused upon the Style Commit's draft and
changes to it, One of the matters specifically discussed was whether it is appropriatz to treat
changes in style as technical amendments. The Committee agreed that it would be bett to
omit any language authorizing style changes. The amended draft read as follows:

I Rule 50. Technical and Conforming Amendments
2 The Judicial Conference of the United States may amend these rules to corrt
3 errors or inconsistencies in grammar, spelling, cross-references, or typography, to
4 make nonsubstantive changes esstial to conforming these rules with statutory
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amendments, or to make other similar technical changes

The draft was approved by a vote of six to one. With regard to 'nonsubstantive
changes' essential o conforring 'with statutory amendmentss, the Committee agreed that the
change from rmagistratm' to "magisu-ate judge' might be used as an example of a
nonsubstantive change in the rules.

Judge Ripple then turned the Committee's attention to the 'Discussion Items' on the
agenda. Because of time constaints, Judge Ripple took the items out of order.

At th6 Committee's December 1992 meeting a subcommittee consisg of Tudges
Roggs, Hall and Jolly was created to consider the desirability of developing national
procedures for handling death penalty cases.

Judge Jolly conducted an informal survey of.the judges in his circuit. The judges
stated that the problems the courts experience in handling death penalty cases do not
origiate from the federal rules and that the federal rules cannot solve the problems. The -
primary procedural problems are delays and last minute appeals and these emanate from the
state cotLrts and the district courts. Judge Jolly concluded that it is unlikely that a federal
appellate rue could substantially improve the situation. A substantial portion of the local
rules governing death cases really deal with internal operating procedure such a panel
selection and whether the panel stays with a case throughout its life. The only topic as to
whirh a national rule might be useful is stays and the Supreme Court has pretty much set the
guidelines. Judge Jolly also expressed the opfnion that even if there were a need for a
federal appellate rule governing death penalty Cases, the topic is so controversial that this
Committee would be inextricably involved in conflict and would be unable to handle the rest
of its work.

The subcommittee consensus was that the Advisory Committee should take no further
action. The Advisory Committee concurred.

Fed. R. App. P. 39(c) allows a prevailing party to recover the cost of 'producing
necessary copies of briefs.' The cost of producing the 'originalm is not recoverable but the
cost of producing the copies is recoverable. The Seventh Circuit opinion in

931 F.2d 453 (7th Cir. 1991) suggests that Rule 39 might be amended 'to provide for
some arbitiary allocation of the costs of word processing equipment between producing the
originals and producing the copies.'

The Committee expressed some interest in pursuing tht suggestion. Judge Hall asked
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who would determine how much amortization is appropriate. Judge Williams ated that it
should be possible to fshion an eaily administere4 bright line rile. Judge Riple asked Mr.
Strubbe to consult with the other clerks and the Administrative Office about the fesibility of
such a rule.

The proposal was prompted by the difficulty a prison may have in filing timely
objections to a magistrate judge's report becaust a prisoner's receipt of mail is often delayed.
Judge Ripple noted that the problem is the converse of the on' addressed by the Committee
in response to limlJ.yQ. EYJqk addressed the problem that a pm se
priner has in timely filing documents because a prispner his no control over when prison
officials pace the prisoner's mail inthe United States mail -a problem with outgoing mail,
Te focus of this propWsal is that an incarcerated person also do not have control over
when mail is delivered a problem with incoming mail.

Judge Ripple also asked Mr. Strubbe to consult with his colleagues about this issue.

Discussion of items 91-17 (uniform plan for publication of opinions) and 91-28
(updating Rule 27 on motions practice) was held over until the next meeting.

At the April 1992 meeting Judge Logan noted that there is a conflict between Rule
4(b) and 18 U.S.C. § 3731. Judge Ripple stated that the question for the Committee is
whether to ask the Standing Committee, and thereafter the Judicial Conference, to ask
Congress to amend the statute to conform with the rule. The Committee received a lette
from the Solicitor General asking the Committee to put the question on hold.

Judge Logan had raised this issue at the last meeting because he had the question
before him. The Solicitor said that the question should arise only rarely and Judge Logan
agreed. Judge Logan al-so agreed with the Solicitor that it rmight be a good idea to add a
comment to the Committee Note accompanying the ruie pointing out that the issue has bee
litigated and referring the reader to the ,a13 opwon. ne Committee responded that a
Committee Note cannot be amended without publication, et. The conclusion was that the
item should remain on the agenda for further discussion at a later meeting.
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As e time for the mreetig closed, &r. Froeb asked that the record reflect hisappreaion and cmmendation to Jud4e Rippl, Professor Mooney,'nd their staffs for anexcelent meeting. lle Committe concurred.

As the meeting concluded Judge Ripple made a number of announcementL.

1. Judge Ripple indicated that he would circulate a niemnorandum about the EleventhCircuit's resnse to the Local Rules Project indicating that the issue is "dead 1istedunless some member of the Committce has objectioxi

2. The Advisory Comminuees general assessment of the loxal rules projet ni ti on-
going.

3. Judge Ripple announced that the Standing Committe at its summer meeting referredback to the Advisory Committee for further consideration its proposal (items 89-5 and90-1) to include in the appellate tules a warning that a request for a rehearing in bancdoes not toll the time for filing a petition for certiorari.

4. With regard to item 91-3,Judge Ripple announced that in addition to giving the RulesCommittees authority to define a final decision by rule, Congress recently addedauthority to expand by rule the instances in which interlocutory appeal is permitted.
Judge Ripple will write to the circuits seeking their counsel.

5. With regard to item 92-4, the Solicitor General's proposal to amend Rule 35 to-. include intercircuit conflict as a ground for seeking rehearing in banc, Judge Ripplestated that the Federal Judicial Center is proceeding with their study which will
- include questions pertinent to this item and he expressed his hope that at the springmeeting the Committee will have the benefit of that information.

The meeting adjourned at 2:00 p.m.

Re tul

Carol Ann Mooney
Reporter
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